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The History of Yoga in a Nutshell 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
People have probably been experienced spontaneous forms of non-cognitive 
contemplation since before the species evolved into homo sapiens. Over time, this innate 
tendency has been combined with belief systems to form the various yogic ways of life. 
The practice of turning inwards has become a central tool for man to understand his true 
nature and the meaning of the world around him. The institution of yoga represents an 
attempt to systematize and refine this fundamental human enterprise. 
 
The history here is drawn from three main sources: oral teachings passed down to me, 
books I have read, and certain insights stemming from my own experience with yoga 
practice. There are no footnotes because I am allergic to them, but I would be more than 
happy to provide recommended reading to anyone with specific areas of interest. 
 
The Origins of “Yoga” 
 
Yoga as we know it today had its origins in a meeting of the pre-historic, innate human 
tendency towards self-reflection with two mystico-religious traditions. The first is the 
Vedic tradition, in which natural phenomena like the sun, wind and moon were deified 
and worshipped. This tradition was brought to India when the Aryan peoples of what is 
now Russia travelled to the subcontinent around 2000 years B.C. The second tradition 
that formed the early context for the mystic-religious component of yoga is the trimurti 
conception of divinity as Brahma the creator, Vishnu the preserver, and Siva the destroyer 
– a fixture of indigenous Indian folk religion (the Pushapati seal appears to show an 
image of Siva that perhaps 5,000 years old). This synthesis of Veda, meditation and folk 
religion was already fully complete by 500 B.C., the rough date of composition of 
Valmiki’s Ramayana.  
 
Vedic Religion 
 
The Vedic Aryans were essentially ritualists, mystics and horsemen. They travelled on 
horseback down over the Himalayas into India in around 2000 B.C. essentially as 
conquerors, clashing with earlier proto-Iranian tribes that had already settled in Northern 
India. When the Vedic Aryans arrived in Northern India, they found a highly 
sophisticated culture, with well-developed philosophical, metaphysical and proto-
scientific traditions. 
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In the midst of conflicts with the proto-Iranian tribes (Dasyus) and inter-necine conflicts 
such as the Battle of Ten Kings (which pitted the historical Vasistha and Vishvamitra 
against each other), the Vedic culture was gradually assimilated into the pre-existing 
Northern Indian culture, and eventually came to dominate most of the subcontinent. 
 
The religion of the Vedic people is based on the Vedas – four books of hymns and rituals 
dedicated to the deified elements, composed while under the influence of entheogenic 
drugs. Originally, these books were passed down orally by a vast process of memorization 
and recitation, and only much later were they written down. The Vedas are considered to 
be sruthi (“heard”) meaning they are supposed to be the revealed word of God. Later 
commentaries on the Vedas, called the Upanishads, are considered to be smrti 
(“remembered”) and therefore not infallible like the Veda. The Upanishads contain 
ethical, metaphysical and theological discussions as well as medical and scientific sections. 
They deal with questions of how society should be structured, and are the original source 
for India’s caste system. 
 
Other key literature of the Vedic and post-Vedic era includes the Brahmanas, which are 
religio-philosophical treatises that deal with issues of metaphysics and ethics (much like 
the Upanishads – in fact, some tracts of the Brahmanas are considered Upanishads, and 
there is no iron-clad distinction between where one leaves off and the other begins). 
Finally, there are the Puranas, which come after the Upanishads and Brahmanas. These 
are written in less elegant Sanskrit than the earlier texts, and reflect a collection of folk 
tales about the origins of the universe and various figures from the Indian pantheon 
(including Vedic deities like Indra, Agni, Soma and Varuna, but primarily focused on 
indigenous Indian deities like the trimurti). 
 
Samkhya vs Advaita Vedanta 
 
Six major metaphysical schools flourished around this time, the most important of which 
for our purposes was Samkhya. These schools appear to have developed when the pre-
Vedic Indian pundits (who appear to have been more generally inclined toward 
metaphysical speculation than the Vedic Aryans themselves) turned their philosophical 
efforts towards explaining the cosmos presented in the Vedas. 
 
Most modern yoga schools are predicated on either the metaphysics of Samkhya or that 
of the much later Advaita Vedanta, both of which developed as interpretations of the 
Vedas.  
 
Samkhya is a dualist philosophy, while Advaita Vedanta is monist. That is, Samhkya 
holds that reality consists of the mundane physical (purusha) and the divine spiritual 
(prakrti). The latter gives rise to the former, which we as humans must transcend if we 
are to return to our divine true nature. Advaita Vedanta, on the other hand, holds that 
only the divine exists. The “world” we perceive around us is all maya or illusion, and 
enlightenment consists in realizing this fact and cultivating the ability to exist 
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permanently in communion with purusha – a state we must attain in life so we can reside 
in it eternally after death. 
 
When Patanjali systematized yoga in around 200 B.C., it was the Samkhya system that 
provided the metaphysical backdrop to his teachings. Many centuries later, when the 
various monastic orders founded by Adi Shankara (“Shankaracharya”) became the main 
teachers of “yoga,” they replaced this with the monism of Advaita Vedanta. 
 
The term Advaita means “non-dualist,” while the term Vedanta means “the end goal of 
the Vedas,” implying that “this is what the Vedas are really all about.”  
 
Note that in Samkhya (and for Patanjali) most aspects of the mind are considered rarified 
forms of prakrti. Only “pure consciouness,” the drastuh or “witness” part of our mental 
experience is purusha. Thus, the famous paraphrase of Descartes’ ideas “I think, therefore 
I am” is anticipated and rejected by Samkhya, at least insofar as it is meant to capture the 
ultimate essence of existence (as Descartes intended). For the Samhkyans, the essence of 
our existence is beyond thought. 
 
Renunciation vs Worldliness 
 
While the early yogis deliberately shunned society, the Vedic priests (brahmanas) became 
central figures in public life. Indeed, the whole Indian social order became centered on 
them, in part because of the caste system legitimated by the Upanishads.  
 
In other parts of the world a similar bifurcation evolved between renunciates living aloof 
from mainstream society and priestly types who were often more involved in politics. 
This has continued down through the centuries, creating a spectrum of “yogis” with 
absolute renunciates on one end and religious leaders at the other. Today, Tibet’s Dalai 
Lama comes from one such religio-political lineage, his Vajrayana Buddhism itself a 
hodge-podge of various tidbits culled from various traditions, and the Lama institution a 
queer blend of politics and organized religion. Ironically he has come to be seen in the 
West as a representative of a “pure” spiritual tradition.  
 
Classical Yoga and Buddhism 
 
The various yogas that existed in the Vedic period appear to have been as diverse as their 
practitioners – each guru would teach a few select students, each of whom would 
customize the teachings he received. As mentioned above, in the second century B.C., a 
sage called Patanjali lived, no doubt well aware of the explosion of spiritual commentary 
that had appeared over the previous two to three hundred years (spanning from 
Pythagoras in Greece to Buddha in India. Patanjali systematized yoga into a single 
“classical” system, which he called ashtanga yoga or raja yoga, recorded in the yoga sutra. 
This text remains the most concise and cogent exposition of yoga as a single system, but 
it is important to bear in mind it is just one person’s conception of yoga, albeit a hugely 
influential one. 
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The Bhagavad Gita of the Mahabharata describes three distinct paths of yoga: jnana 
(contemplation), karma (action) and bhakti (devotion). However, Patanjali focused on 
just one path: jnana. He also referred to his system as raja yoga (royal yoga), which 
suggests he was aware of other types of yoga beyond that which he sought to systematize. 
Much later, Vivekananda would use the term “raja yoga” to differentiate purely 
contemplative yoga from the more physical “hatha yoga,” but it is unclear whether or not 
the term had any such connotations at the time of Patanjali’s writing. It is possible that 
“raja yoga” was used by Patanjali as a synonym for “jnana yoga” to differentiate it from 
karma yoga and bhakti yoga which may have been seen as inappropriate for kings. 
 
Patanjali was clearly a renunciate in the ascetic tradition, and his yoga system reflects this, 
emphasizing discipline, self-control and ethical conduct. Among other things, he 
advocated celibacy, though modern commentators have offered impressively contrived 
attempts to deny this (despite the fact it is written in plain language in the second chapter 
of the yoga sutra and was a staple of the ascetic traditions from which Patanjali emerged).  
 
By the time Patanjali set out his system, Gautama Buddha had already created a legacy 
that that was growing in importance throughout India and beyond. He taught a “middle 
way” between the ritualism of the pure Vedic worshipers and the ascetism of the yogic 
contemplatives. Gautama’s actual teachings are hard to discern, since he has subsequently 
been appropriated as a figurehead for so many doctrines and sects. However, the core of 
his message appears to be that life is hard, and we must treat each other with compassion 
if we are to escape the perpetual cycle of suffering (samsara). Unfortunately, since then his 
message has been largely buried under a mountain of dogma and bizarre ontology.  
 
The excessive worship of Gautama Buddha as a god, especially after his death, 
exasperated many of his followers, since it appears he was essentially an atheist (in the 
sense of rejecting a personified god in favor of an infinite, attributeless “god”). This led to 
the famous saying “if you meet the Buddha in the road, kill him.” In other words, 
enlightenment is not about idolizing individuals but about an inner quest for which each 
of us must take his own responsibility. 
 
Patanjali suffered a similar fate, though not to the same degree as Gautama. Statues of 
Patanjali often depict him as a demigod: half man, half naga (a magical eel race that lives 
underground according to the traditional Indian myths). 
 
Later, especially in Tibet and South East Asia, forms of “Buddhist yoga” emerged, which 
blended elements of Buddha’s teachings with certain yogic practices and Vedic rituals. In 
some places, these new systems also merged with Tantra to form complex and often 
bizarre forms of spiritual practice.  
 
Tantra 
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Some centuries after Buddha and Patanjali (most scholars place the date between 300-
600 A.D.), a movement known as Tantra emerged out of the synthesis of Veda, 
indigenous Indian religion and yoga, and took things in a different direction. The name 
“Tantra” refers to the “woven structure” of the manifest universe, and involves honoring 
the divinity of the fabric and content of the world itself (as opposed to earlier traditions 
like Veda and early yoga that sought to transcend the “mundane” world in pursuit of the 
transcendent “divine”). Yoga as it is practiced today is often heavily influenced by the 
Tantric tradition. 
 
Interestingly, the Tantrics accepted the same premise as the Advaita Vedantins, that only 
the divine exists, but rejected the Advaita Vedantic conclusion that the mundane world 
around us is therefore an illusion. Instead, they reasoned that the material world 
(including our physical bodies and our minds) must itself be divine. 
 
The Tantrics also integrated Samkhya by dividing divinity into its masculine (Siva) and 
(Shakti) aspects. Purusha is identified with Siva while prakriti is Shakti. Thus, while 
Tantric metaphysics is in one sense monist (since it holds that everything is divine), in 
another sense it is clearly dualist, borrowing directly from the Samkhyan cosmology.  
 
Arguably then, Tantra represents the most complete synthesis of all prior Indian spiritual 
traditions: it blends the rituals of Veda, the meditative traditions of the ascetics, the 
metaphysics of both Samkhya and Advaita Vedanta, and the deities of ancient Indian 
religion. To this vast spiritual soup the Tantrics also added their own novel elements, 
which varied from region to region. These ranged from an obsession with the occult 
(summoning spirits and demons, raising the dead) to alchemy, the use of sacred 
geometrical configurations, and the breaking of as many social norms and taboos as 
possible in an attempt to release the practitioner from the bonds of society’s narrow 
mined perspectives. 
 
There is some evidence to suggest that a proto-Tantric tradition existed much earlier 
than the c. 6th century A.D. start date that most scholars attribute to Tantra. For 
instance, Ravana of Lanka, who appears in the 5th Century B.C. Ramayana is referred to 
in that text as a master of Tantra vidya (the science or art of Tantra). 
 
Shankaracharya vs Goraknath 
 
In medieval India two more important systematizers appeared. The first, in around 700 
A.D., was Shankaracharya. He was a hugely influential public figure who founded several 
orders of Hindu monks (some of which are based in the Himalayas) to preserve the purity 
of what he considered to be the true yoga – a combination of classical yoga and trimurti 
(Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva) worship. Whereas Patanjali’s system had been essentially secular 
in nature, Shankaracharya placed a much greater emphasis on religious worship, albeit 
favoring internal worship over external ritual. The various orders of swamis in India trace 
their lineage back to Shankaracharya. 
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Shankaracharya believed the world existed to be transcended, and insisted upon strict 
austerities such as poverty, celibacy and a minimalist diet. There is a great story about 
Shankaracharya, who was a master debater, suffering his only ever defeat as a result of his 
vow of celibacy. 
 
His oponent was Ubhaya Bharati, a woman. On the first day, Shankaracharya chose the 
topic of monism vs. dualism and defeated her by convincingly arguing that all material 
and immaterial things are part of the same mundane reality and that only spirit is divine. 
Now it was Ubhaya’s turn to choose the topic for the next day’s debate, and she picked 
“sexual congress between a man and a woman”. Shankaracharya knew nothing about this 
topic, but he had only one night to prepare. Of course, he couldn’t break his vow of 
celibacy so that night he used his astral body instead of his physical body to make love 
with thousands of women.  
 
The next day, he was able to debate the topic of sex with much expertise, but Ubhaya 
defeated him by impaling him on the horns of a dilemma. If Advaita Vedanta was really 
true (as Shankara had argued in the first debate), then everything – matter, spirit, astral 
bodies – were all part of the same substance. However, if that was the case then how 
could Shankara claim to have avoided breaking his vow of celibacy just by having sex in 
his astral body instead of his physical body? 
 
An important counterpart to Shankaracharya was a master who lived around 300 years 
later called Gorakhnath. He is often referred to as the first “Tantric yogi” as distinguished 
from the “classical yogis” of Patanjali’s ilk. While the archetypal classical yogi is quiet and 
withdrawn from the world, the typical Tantric yogi is fierce and often quite conspicuous 
in his public flaunting of social conventions.  
 
The oral tradition of Tantric yoga clearly places two gurus before Gorakhnath: Adinath 
and Matsyendranath. However, some claim these were not real people but are simply 
allegorical. More importantly, perhaps, many of the practices of Tantric yoga are 
referenced in the much earlier literature of the Vedic period, so it seems highly likely 
there were communities of practitioners of Tantric yoga. For instance, in the legend of 
Siva and Sati, there is a description of Siva (in one of his manifestations) that bears a 
striking resemblence to the Tantric yogis. The Siva-Sati legend ultimately stems from the 
pre-Vedic Indian folk religions, is referenced in the C4th B.C. Mahabharata, and is 
retold in several Puranas of the early centuries A.D. There are other examples in the 
Mahabharata and the earlier Ramayana of characters who resemble the medieval Tantric 
yogis. 
 
Nevertheless, in another sense, Gorakhnath was the first Tantric yogi, since he was the 
first person to systematize Tantric yoga in the same way that Shankaracharya formalized 
the “religious” yoga of the swamis and Patanjali formalized the “classical” yoga.  
 
In contrast to Shankaracharya’s focus on the masculine Trimurti and Patanjali’s largely 
secular approach, Gorakhnath’s system centered on a feminine conception of the divine. 
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Siva was taken to represent the divine masculine principle of pure awareness, and Shakti 
the divine feminine principle of pure love. Though many Tantric systems have developed 
over the centuries, they almost all have in common the worship of Shakti, whether 
through abstract means such as meditation on patterns and sounds that are said to distill 
her essence, or through external means such as ritual consumption of meat, wine and sex.  
 
Some Tantric yogis focus their worship on Siva rather than Shakti, while others attempt 
to actually embody Siva while they Shakti. Still others aim to achieve a perfect synthesis 
of Shiva and Shakti in their own being, a state known as Sadashiva. The most famous of 
this latter group are the hatha yogis, from whom we get the chakra system, various kriyas 
and other physical practices, and arguably the tradition of physical yoga poses or asanas. 
 
Hatha Yoga 
 
The hatha yoga system was written down in several key texts around the 14th century 
A.D. though it is clear that the contents of those text had existed for a long time through 
oral. 
 
It is widely believed by scholars that the hatha yogis started the practice of yogasana. The 
hatha yogis believed that since everything is divine, including the “mundane” world, 
enlightenment could be attained by learning to constantly perceive the divinity that 
always surrounds us. They also strived for physical longevity and even immortality, for if 
the world we inhabit is already perfect and divine, why should we be in a rush to leave it? 
The yoga poses were part of a system they developed to this end, which also included 
breathing exercises (pranayama) and alchemical potions derived from mercury and sulfur. 
 
Asana and pranayama are both mentioned in Patanjali’s Yoga Sutra, and they are also 
referenced in Vedic-era literature such as the Ramayana and Mahabharata. So clearly, 
they both have a long tradition. However, while the pranayama that Patanjali refers to 
appears to align quite closely with the pranayama of the hatha yogis, it seems likely he 
had a very different conception of asana. Prior to the hatha yogis, it seems asana referred 
either to a small group of meditation postures (as in Patanjali’s system) or to a small 
group of awkward postures assumed and held for long times as a form of austerity or 
penance (clearly documented examples include what we today call sirsasana, vrkshasana 
and urdhva hastasana).  
 
Oral tradition suggests the hatha yogis expanded this repertoire considerably, developing 
a system (or many different systems) for total physical wellbeing. There are some scholars 
who dispute this theory, but their objections are primarily based on a perceived lack of 
textual evidence for the existence of historical yoga posture practice. They generally 
ignore or dismiss the evidence provided by the oral tradition. Moreover, there is actual 
significant textual evidence (including temple paintings) that support the idea that the 
hatha yogis practiced a wide variety of postures, many of which are prominent in modern 
yoga practice. 
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British Colonial Rule 
 
Beginning in the early 1600s, the British began a slow takeover of the subcontinent, 
which was essentially complete by the mid-1700s. They embarked upon a massive 
standardization, homogenization and socialization project to “tame the natives.” As part 
of this process, the socially renegade hatha yogis were persecuted, pushing them further 
into seclusion. Hatha yogis or “jogis” became pariahs, a mantle which many accepted 
with gusto.  
 
During this period, there are plenty of tales of British military officers studying with 
hatha yogis and realizing the “primitive” people of India were privvy to a mystico-
spiritual, philosophical and psychological system far more sophisticated than anything 
available in the West. 
 
New Indian Nationalism 
 
As the grip of the British empire in India waned towards the end of the nineteenth 
century, a new movement of Indian nationalism emerged. Although many Indians were 
fond of British colonial rule, many others were violently opposed to it. This new Indian 
nationalism movement operated on numerous fronts, ranging from a militaristic 
fascination with “physical culture” (producing elite physical specimens among Indians 
through rigorous training that combined traditional yoga asanas with contemporary 
british gymnastics and military exercises) to an attempt to rehabilitate the image of 
classical Indian philosophy by presenting it in a way that would be palatable among 
Western academics. 
 
Most of the yoga we know in the West came directly or indirectly from this nationalist 
revivalist movement. From the physical culturist Bishnu Ghosh, we got Bikram. From 
the eccentric and deeply spiritual polymath Krishnamacharya we got Iyengar and 
Pattabhi Jois, who between them are the godfathers of pretty much every asana-focused 
yoga class to be found across the globe today. On the philosophical side, we got 
Vivekananda, whose speech before the 1983 “Parliament of World Religions” in Chicago 
first introduced yogic concepts to the American bourgeoisie. 
 
Vivekananda’s influence on the subsequent spread of yoga in the West cannot be 
underestimated. In large part as a result of his efforts, prominent Western scholars 
including Carl Jung began to explore yoga. But Vivekananda was not an impartial 
expositor: he had an agenda. Himself physically weak, he believed the unruly hatha yogis 
were a stain on India’s reputation, and did everything he could to disparage them and 
place purely contemplative yoga on a pedestal.  
 
As a consequence, modern Western yogis often face a contradictory environment in 
which the primarily physical-based practice that has become dominant is assailed from 
some quarters as being somehow inauthentic. The irony is that Vivekananda’s own 
version of purely contemplative yoga was not a continuation of any one yogic tradition: he 
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cherry picked and synthesized bits and pieces from disparate traditions to form his own 
account of “traditional raja yoga”. 
 
Yoga in The West 
 
Make no mistake: by the time yoga spread to the West, it had long been a dying art in 
the East. It is possible the nationalist revivalist movement in India could have 
rehabilitated the traditions in the eyes of the general populus, but the plain fact is very 
few people in India had any interest in yoga. Ascetism was out of fashion, and the more 
religious strains of yoga had to compete with mainstream Hindu worship forms, which 
had become the dominant form of relating to the divine and searching for meaning 
(similar to the way in which Christian worship had come to dominate the spiritual 
landscape in America). 
 
The time was right for yoga to travel to the West, where it was given a warm reception. 
Initially, yoga in America was the preserve of the elite, with pioneers like Pierre Bernard 
largely catering to the celebrities of the day. Later, pockets of practitioners sprung up 
across the country, until by the sixties Americans were flocking to India in increasing 
numbers to seek out “authentic” teachers. 
 
India is a magical country of vast contradictions. Just as it has given the world some of 
the greatest literature, music and architecture of all time, so has it hosted some of the 
worst poverty, cruelty and ignorance. Nowhere will you find such great con artists as in 
India. Predictably, then, the wave of Western seekers heading East was met by a sudden 
outpouring of fake gurus. Some of these charlatans came West, while others built empires 
in India. In America, we were left with the task of separating the true teachers from the 
charismatic manipulators. This task was made all the more difficult by the fact that some 
of the charlatans were preaching doctrines that did in fact contain much that was 
legitimate and which was novel to Westerners. 
 
Since the sixties, yoga has become an increasingly integral part of mainstream American 
culture. A sort of faux-revivalist movement has emerged, with many different schools 
claiming a monopoly on the one true “traditional” form of yoga. As the foregoing 
discussion hopfully demonstrates, these claims are universally bogus. There is simply no 
uniquely authentic yoga tradition. The history of yoga is one of frequent innovation and 
conceptual evolution, though some practices – at least in their most general forms – do 
show up with greater frequency down through the ages. The yoga that is practiced today 
in America may look nothing like that which was practiced in India one, two or three 
thousand years ago, but that does not make it “inauthentic” any more than tantric hatha 
yoga is “inauthentic” because it does not resemble Patanjali’s raja yoga.  
 
In an age where the internet has made global communications more possible than at any 
time in recorded history, modern yoga faces unique challenges and opportunities. We are 
faced with the task of co-creating a yoga that is appropriate to our time. Information is so 
readily available to us that we have much material to work with. On the other hand, this 
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also runs the risk that we will simply dilute and pollute the historical practices and create 
a bastardized form that fails to faithfully recreate the incredible healing and transcendent 
power of past yogas. The good news is, there are plenty of people with an awareness of 
this situation who are working in good faith to get it right. We hope you will join that 
conversation! 
 


